SARIX
MICRO EDM
OPEN HOUSE
September 16 - 19, 2019

Attend to explore new possibilities and opportunities

AURORA
Micro Machine, Inc
BUFFALO, MINNESOTA 55313

SX80-hpm
SO EASY AND SO PERFORMING

THE BEST MICRO EROSION TECHNOLOGY SINCE 1993
SARIX
3D Micro EDM Milling
Micro EDM OPEN HOUSE
Show hours will be 9-3pm with a lunch being served Daily
September 16 - 19, 2019
Aurora Micro Machine Inc.
BUFFALO, Minnesota 55313

ATTEND TO THE
SARI X OPEN HOUSE
WHERE YOU CAN FIND
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR MICRO EDM JOBS

Live demonstration on 10 Micro EDM SARI X machines

Meet with the SARI X’s specialists, machining applications, micro-machining and demonstration on:

• High precision deep hole drilling on carbide, upto astonishing depth ratio of 150 times the diameter
• Finished Micro EDM Drilling
• Start hole Micro EDM Drilling
• Micro EDM Die Sinking
• 3D Micro EDM Milling cavities

Innovative Micro EDM Machining Technology to produce 3D free forms directly from the CAD file. Highly efficient processes for mold inserts and tooling manufacturing

at
Aurora Micro Machine Inc.
230 Capital Drive, Suite 200
Buffalo, MN 55313
Phone 763-682-6474
www.auroramicromicromachine.com

Please just call to confirm your visit
SO EASY
USER FRIENDLY CONTROL PANEL

SO PERFORMING
DEEPER AND HIGHLY PRECISE HOLES

AND SO PRECISE
HIGH PRECISION MANUAL GUIDE

SX80-hpm
High precision Micro EDM machine for holes from 0.002” to 0.12” (0.05 to 3.0 mm)

SARIX introduced the first Micro EDM machine in 1993.
And Now SARIX offers the SX80-hpm, table top machine. An high performance Micro EDM easy to use.

The compact multi-axis SX-CNC controller with the SX-MMI “On-Board” user-friendly touch screen interface offers optimized technical and operating features.

The SX80-hpm machine is the ideal solution for the production environnement with small batch size and fast changing machining jobs. Its capabilities brings new innovative technological features for the high precision 3D Micro machining applications needs.